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What is Type Theory?

Inventor: Per Martin-Löf (in the
1970s)

Type Theory for Programming
• Type theory is a statically typed, functional programming

language.
• Type theory has a much more sophisticated type system than

Haskell or Ocaml
  invariants of functions can be embedded in their types

Type Theory for Proving
• Statements and proofs can be written within type theory
• Type checker checks the correctness of proofs



What makes Type Theory suitable for Programming and
Proving?

Dependent Types
• In Haskell, types can depend on other types (e.g., lists).
• In type theory, types can also depend on terms, e.g., on

natural numbers  more ways to use the type system

No Exceptions!
• There are no exceptions or partial functions in Type Theory.
• Exceptions would allow cheating in proofs.

Writing Well-Typed Programs
In type theory, both the activities of
• implementing an algorithm
• proving a mathematical statement

are done by writing well-typed programs.



Dependent types and functions
Examples of dependent types
• Vect(A,n)— type of vectors of length n : Nat of elements in

type A
• even(n)— type of proofs that n : Nat is even
• GrpStr(X)— type of group structures on a set X

Examples of dependent functions

zeros :
∏

n:Nat

Vect(Nat,n)

tail :
∏

n:Nat

Vect(A, 1+ n)→ Vect(A,n)

EvenOdd :
∏

n:Nat

even(n)→ odd(1+ n)

GrpStrTransfer :
∏

X,Y:Set

(X ∼= Y)×GrpStr(X)→ GrpStr(Y)
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What is Homotopy Type Theory?

Inventor: Vladimir Voevodsky († Sept 2017)

Homotopy Type Theory
• Homotopy Type Theory = Type Theory + Homotopy Levels +

Univalence Axiom
• Homotopy levels provide an organizing principle for

mathematical structures
• Univalence Axiom fixes an incompleteness of type theory

I will sketch the purpose of the Univalence Axiom.
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Indiscernibility of identicals

Logic: Indiscernibility of identicals
x = y → ∀P (P(x)↔ P(y))

Mathematics: Equivalence principle
x ' y → ∀P (P(x)↔ P(y))

Notion of sameness depends on the objects under consideration:
• equal numbers, functions,. . .
• isomorphic sets, groups, rings,. . .
• equivalent categories
• . . .



Non-examples: statements violating equivalence principle

We can easily violate this principle:
Exercise
Find a statement about a set that is not equivalent under
isomorphism of sets.

A solution
1 ∈ N

is not invariant under the isomorphism

N∼= 2N
To a mathematician, this statement is not “mathematical”.
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A language for invariant properties

The language of set theory allows for non-mathematical
statements.
M. Makkai, Towards a Categorical Foundation of Mathematics

The basic character of the Principle of Isomorphism is that
of a constraint on the language of Abstract Mathematics;
a welcome one, since it provides for the separation of sense
from nonsense.



From type theory to homotopy type theory
Meta-theorem about type theory
The language of type theory does not allow one to express
statements that do not transport along equivalence.

Voevodsky’s Univalence Axiom
• Asserts “equivalence is identity”

(x = y)' (x ' y)

• Enables transport along equivalence

x ' y → ∀P (P(x)↔ P(y))

Internal theorem in homotopy type theory (Ahrens et al.)
Any construction and property in homotopy type theory can be
transported along equivalence.
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Examples

In type theory

(true= false)' Empty
(true= true)' Unit

(Empty = Unit)' ???

In homotopy type theory

(true= false)' Empty
(true= true)' Unit

(Empty = Unit)
UA
' (Empty ' Unit)' Empty

(Bool= Bool)
UA
' (Bool' Bool)' {id, swap}



Open Research Questions about (Homotopy) Type Theory

• Give precise definition of syntax of (homotopy) type theory
via algebraic specification (initial algebra semantics)

• Develop a mathematical theory of denotational semantics for
(homotopy) type theory

The End
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